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1 Introduction

String vacua with N = 2 supersymmetry in 4 dimensions can be constructed in many

different ways, in particular by compactifying the type IIA (type IIB, respectively) string

theory on a Calabi-Yau threefold Y (Ŷ, respectively), or the E8 ×E8 heterotic string on a

K3 surface S times a torus T 2. For suitable choices of the manifolds Y, Ŷ,S, and of the

gauge bundle on the heterotic side, these constructions are believed to be equivalent, and

related by non-perturbative dualities [1–3]. Strong evidence for this claim comes from the

matching of various protected couplings in the low energy effective action, and a detailed

comparison of the spectrum of BPS states.

So far, most of these tests have focused on quantities which depend only on vector

multiplet (VM) scalars. Since the type IIB dilaton and the Kähler moduli of Ŷ are hyper-

multiplet scalars (HM), such quantities can typically be computed exactly at zero coupling,
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infinite volume on the type IIB side, and then compared with the expected result on the

heterotic side. The latter depends on the heterotic dilaton and Narain moduli of the torus

T 2, and typically receives a finite set of computable perturbative corrections, together with

an infinite series of five-brane instanton corrections predicted by duality (see e.g. [4] and

references therein).

The implications of string dualities for the hypermultiplet sector of N = 2 string

vacua have been far less studied, with some notable exceptions [4–7]. A technical reason

is that hypermultiplet scalars are valued in a quaternion-Kähler (QK) space [8], a class

of geometries rather more sophisticated than the special Kähler geometry of the vector

multiplet scalars. Fortunately, powerful twistorial techniques have been developed in the

mathematics and physics literature [9–20], providing an efficient computable framework to

deal with such spaces.

More fundamentally, none of the dual descriptions above has so far provided a sim-

ple framework to compute quantum corrections to the HM moduli space. On the type II

side, the HM moduli space MH receives D-brane and NS5-brane instanton corrections [21].

Although much progress has been achieved recently in describing these instanton correc-

tions [22–35] (see [36] for a review), a complete understanding is still lacking. In particular,

the computation of the generalized Donaldson-Thomas (DT) invariants which govern D-

instanton contributions appears to be out of reach in general. On the heterotic side, since

the dilaton is a part of the VM moduli, the same HM moduli space MH should be entirely

computable at zero string coupling, within the worldsheet (0, 4) superconformal sigma

model on S. However, the effect of worldsheet instantons [37] is ill-understood except

near certain singularities [38, 39]. Moreover, the HM moduli space on the heterotic side

includes, beyond the usual geometric and B-field moduli of S, data about the E8 × E8

gauge bundle on S [40], which is considerably more intricate than the usual Narain moduli

space of flat bundles on T 2.

Our aim in this work is to carry the twistorial techniques which were successfully used

in the study of the HM moduli space in type II Calabi-Yau vacua over to the heterotic

side. For simplicity, we focus on perturbative heterotic compactifications on an elliptic

K3 surface E → S → B, conjecturally dual to type IIB compactifications on a K3-fibered

CY threefold Σ → Ŷ → P [41]. We further assume that all bundle moduli are fixed,1 as

happens for example for pointlike instantons at singularities of S. On the type IIB side,

the absence of such bundle moduli requires that the K3-fibration has no reducible singular

fibers [5]. In the limit where the area of the fiber E and base B are both scaled to infinity

on the heterotic side, it is known that MH reduces to the orthogonal Wolf space [43]

W(n) =
SO(4, n)

SO(4)× SO(n)
, (1.1)

1In the first release of this work, we allowed for the existence of bundle moduli, and focused on the base

of the fibration MHK → MH → Mred, where MHK is the gauge bundle moduli space for fixed geometric

and B-field moduli of S, parametrized by Mred. We no longer believe that this fibration holds true, but

rather that MHK is fibered over the space of geometric moduli of S, while the B-field moduli live in a torus

bundle fibered over the total space of this fibration. A detailed study of this structure will appear in [42].
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where n is the number of unobstructed deformations of S. The duality map between

heterotic and type II variables in this limit, first discussed in [5] and completed recently

in [44], is recalled in (2.37) below.

In this work, we develop a twistorial description of the HM moduli space MH which is

adapted to the symmetries of the heterotic string on S, in particular to the automorphism

group SO(3, n − 1,Z) of the lattice of (unobstructed) two-cycles on S and to large gauge

transformations of the B-field. Mathematically, this heterotic twistorial description is based

on the fact that the hyperkähler cone (HKC) of the orthogonal Wolf space W(n) is the

hyperkähler quotient of Hn+4 under SU(2) at zero-level [45]. Rather than starting from

this somewhat abstract statement, we begin with the now standard twistorial description

of the HM moduli space on the type IIB side [19, 26, 46] and determine the moment maps

of the isometries ∂BI
associated to Peccei-Quinn symmetries along the B-field moduli (as

well as the ‘opposite’ isometries BI
∂, related to the former by the Cartan involution). We

show that those provide (generalized) Darboux coordinates on the heterotic side, and take

a simple covariant form (3.18) in terms of the heterotic fields. The relations (3.11), (3.12)

between these heterotic Darboux coordinates and the standard type II coordinates (3.7)

may be considered as a lift of the duality map of [44] to twistor space.

We further investigate the twistorial description of heterotic worldsheet instanton ef-

fects which correct the metric on MH away from the classical limit. Although we cannot

give a full answer to this question, we do find a simple twistorial description for the sim-

plified but closely related problem of finding zero-modes of the Baston operator, a second-

order differential operator acting on the space of functions on any QK manifold. The

function (4.10) generating the zero modes via Penrose transform is one of our main results.

As a spin-off, we find that a class of automorphic forms under SO(4, n,Z) obtained by

Borcherds’ lift is annihilated by the Baston operator, and therefore has a simple twistorial

description generated by the same holomorphic function.

The remainder of this note is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall the basic

structure of the HM moduli space on the type IIB and heterotic side, and the duality map

which relates them in the classical limit. In section 3, after briefly reviewing the twistorial

construction of the HM moduli space on the type II side, we provide an alternative con-

struction which is adapted to the symmetries of the heterotic string, and explain its relation

to the standard type II construction. In section 4, we start investigating the twistorial de-

scription of heterotic worldsheet instanton corrections, in a linear approximation around

the classical HM metric. We close in section 5 with a summary and directions for fur-

ther research. Some technical computations are relegated to appendices A and B, while

appendix C discusses the application to automorphic forms obtained by Borcherds’ lift.

2 HM moduli space in Heterotic/type II dual pairs

In this section we review the basic structure of the hypermultiplet moduli space in type IIB

string theory compactified on a K3-fibered CY threefold Ŷ and in the dual E8×E8 heterotic

string compactified on an elliptically fibered K3 surface S, as well as the duality map

between them in the classical limit. We follow [44] except for minor changes in conventions.
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2.1 Moduli space in type IIB on a K3-fibered CY threefold

At zeroth order in the string coupling constant, the HM moduli spaceMH in type IIB string

theory compactified on a threefold Ŷ is obtained from the Kähler moduli space MK of Ŷ

by the c-map construction [47, 48]. MK itself is described by a holomorphic prepotential

F (ZΛ) homogeneous of degree 2 in the projective Kähler moduli ZΛ (Λ = 0, . . . , h1,1(Ŷ)).

The homogeneous ratios za = Za/Z0 (a = 1, . . . , h1,1(Ŷ)) measure the periods of the

complexified Kähler form B + iJ on a basis γa of the homology lattice H2(Ŷ,Z), dual

to a basis γa of H4(Ŷ,Z) under the cup product. As usual we denote by γ0 and γ0 the

generators of H0(Ŷ) and H6(Ŷ), and equip Heven(Ŷ,Z) with an integer symplectic pairing

such that γΛ, γΛ with Λ = 0, a form a symplectic basis.

In order for heterotic-type II duality to apply, it is necessary to assume that Ŷ is

a K3 fibration Σ → Ŷ → P by algebraic K3 surfaces Σ [41]. As a result, the lattice

H4(Ŷ,Z) has a distinguished element γs = Σ given by the generic K3 fiber. We assume

that the fibration has a global section, such that γs is dual to the base γs = P ∈ H2(Ŷ,Z)

of the fibration. The remaining generators of H4(Ŷ,Z) consist of the ‘Picard divisors’

γi (i = 1, . . . , n − 2, the offset by 2 is for later convenience) obtained by sweeping an

algebraic cycle in Pic(Σ) along a monodromy invariant cycle on the base, and of ‘exceptional

divisors’ γα (α = 1, . . . , h1,1(Ŷ) − n + 2) associated to reducible singular fibers. Here

Pic(Σ) = H2(Σ,Z)∩H1,1(Σ,R) is the Picard lattice, i.e. the sublattice of algebraic 2-cycles

inside H2(Σ,Z), and n − 2 is its rank. For simplicity, we assume that no reducible bad

fibers are present, so n = h1,1(Ŷ)+2. We denote by ηij the signature (1, n−3) intersection

form on Pic(Σ), and by κabc = (γa, γb, γc) the intersection product on H4(Ŷ,Z). A key fact

is that κsbc vanishes unless b, c correspond to Picard divisors γi, γj , in which case it equals

ηij . In the limit where the base is very large, the prepotential thus takes the form

F (ZΛ) = −Z
sηijZ

iZj

2Z0
+ f(Z0, Zi) +O(e2πiZ

s/Z0
) , (2.1)

where f(Z0, Zi) is independent of Zs and includes classical contributions from the in-

tersection product of Picard divisors, the usual 4-loop α′ correction proportional to the

Euler number of Ŷ, and worldsheet instantons wrapping Picard divisors. The last term

in (2.1) corresponds to worldsheet instantons wrapping the base P, which are exponentially

suppressed when its area Im zs is very large.

Starting from the prepotential (2.1), the c-map construction [48] produces the

QK metric

ds2H =
1

r2
dr2 − 1

2r
( ImN )ΛΣ

(

dζ̃Λ −NΛΛ′dζΛ
′

)(

dζ̃Σ − N̄ΣΣ′dζΣ
′

)

+
1

16r2

(

dσ + ζ̃Λdζ
Λ − ζΛdζ̃Λ

)2
+ 4Kab̄dz

adz̄b̄,

(2.2)

where K is the Kähler potential on the special Kähler moduli space MK,

K = − logK , K = −2 Im
(

Z̄ΛFΛ

)

, Kab̄ = ∂za∂z̄b̄K (2.3)

and NΛΣ is the ‘Weil period matrix’

NΛΣ = F̄ΛΣ + 2i
ImFΛΛ′ZΛ′

ImFΣΣ′ZΣ′

ZΞ ImFΞΞ′ZΞ′
. (2.4)
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As usual, we denote FΛ = ∂ZΛF, FΛΣ = ∂ZΣFΛ. The coordinate r is related to the type

IIB string coupling in 4 dimensions by r = 1/g2s , while (ζΛ, ζ̃Λ) correspond to the periods

of the RR gauge fields on Heven(Ŷ,Z), and σ is the NS axion dual to the Kalb-Ramond

two-form B in four dimensions (see [26] for more details).

In the limit where the area Im zs of the base is very large, the prepotential (2.1)

reduces to the leading, cubic term, while the Kähler potential (2.3) takes the form

K = − log(Re s)− log
(

−ηij(zi − z̄i)(zj − z̄j)
)

− log |Z0|2, (2.5)

where we have defined zs = is. In order to recognize MH as a symmetric space, and to

prepare for the comparison with the heterotic side, it is convenient to perform a symplec-

tic transformation

S : (Zs, Fs) 7→ (Fs,−Zs) . (2.6)

Denoting by

(XA, GA) = S · (ZΛ, FΛ), (cA, c̃A) = S · (ζΛ, ζ̃Λ) (2.7)

the new symplectic vectors after the transformation S, we have

XA =

(

X0,−X
0

2
ηijz

izj , X0zi
)

, GA = −is ηABX
B, (2.8)

where we introduced the following signature (2, n − 2) intersection product on the lattice

PicQ(Σ) ≡ Z γ0 ⊕ Zγs ⊕ Pic(Σ),

ηAB =







0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 ηij






. (2.9)

We refer to the rank n lattice PicQ(Σ) as the ‘quantum Picard lattice’.

It is crucial to note that the fields XA are not independent, but satisfy the quadratic

constraint ηABX
AXB = 0. In particular, the symplectic vector (XA, GA) does not follow

from a prepotential. The Kähler potential and period matrix in this basis are given by [49]

K =(s+ s̄)ηABX
AX̄B,

NAB = − i

2
((s− s̄)ηAB + (s+ s̄)MAB) = is̄ηAB − i(s+ s̄)XAB, (2.10)

where we introduced

XAB =
XAX̄B + X̄AXB

ηCDXCX̄D
, MAB = −ηAB + 2XAB. (2.11)

Note that (M−1)AB = MAB where the indices are raised and lowered by the matrix ηAB.

Thus the matrix MAB parametrizes the symmetric space SO(2,n−2)
SO(2)×SO(n−2) . Noting that

dMABdM
AB = −16Kī dt

idt̄j , (2.12)
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we find that the metric on MH can be rewritten as

ds2 =
dr2

r2
− 1

4
(dM)2 +

4ds ds̄

(s+ s̄)2
+

MAB

r(s+ s̄)

(

dc̃A −NAA′dcA
′

)(

dc̃B − N̄BB′dcB
′

)

+
1

16r2
(

dσ + c̃Adc
A − cAdc̃A

)2
, (2.13)

This identifies the metric (2.2) in the limit Re (s) → +∞ as the c-map of the special Kähler

space SL(2)
U(1) × SO(2,n−2)

SO(2)×SO(n−2) , where the first factor is parametrized by the Kähler modulus

s of the base P . It is well known, and will become apparent shortly, that the c-map of this

space is the orthogonal Wolf space W(n) [50].

2.2 Moduli space in heterotic string theory on K3

Let us now consider E8 ×E8 heterotic string theory compactified on a K3 surface S times

T 2. We restrict to perturbative vacua without NS5-branes, and assume that the gauge

bundle is flat on T 2. The VM multiplet moduli space is parametrized by the Kähler and

complex moduli T, U of the torus, the holonomies ym of the Cartan generators of the

unbroken part E8 × E8, together with the complexified four-dimensional string coupling

ψ+i/g2h (where ψ denotes the pseudoscalar dual to the heterotic Kalb-Ramond two-form B).

As is well known, it receives tree-level, one-loop and instanton corrections from heterotic

five branes wrapping K3× T 2.

In contrast, the HM moduli space is independent of the heterotic string coupling, and

is therefore entirely determined by the (0,4) superconformal field theory at tree-level [3]. It

parametrizes the hyperkähler metric, B-field and E8×E8 gauge bundle on S. In particular,

it is independent of the radius of the torus T 2, and unaffected under decompactification to

6 dimensions. In order to preserve N = 2 supersymmetries, the gauge bundle on S must

have anti-self dual curvature F = − ⋆ F, F ′ = − ⋆ F ′ (where F, F ′ correspond to the two

E8 factors). Due to the Bianchi identity for the Kalb-Ramond field strength

dH = α′ [Tr(R ∧R)− Tr(F ∧ F )− Tr(F ′ ∧ F ′)
]

, (2.14)

the second Chern classes of the two E8 bundles add up to c2+ c
′
2 = χ(S) = 24. In general,

some of the deformations of the HK metric may be obstructed by the requirement that

(F, F ′) stays anti-self dual. For now we assume that this is not the case, and return to this

point below.

As is well known from the study of (4, 4) superconformal sigma models [52], the moduli

space of HK metrics on a K3 surface S is

R
+
ρ ×

[

SO(3, 19)

SO(3)× SO(19)

]

γx
I

, (2.15)

where the first factor corresponds to the overall volume VS = e−ρ in heterotic string

units, and the second factor is parametrized by the periods of the triplet of Kähler forms

J x, x = 1, 2, 3 along a basis τI (I = 1, . . . , 22) of H2(S,Z), Poincaré dual to a basis ωI

of H2(S,Z):

γxI = eρ/2 ηIJ

∫

S

J x ∧ ωJ , J x = e−ρ/2γxI ω
I , (2.16)
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where the second equation holds up to exact forms. Here we have lowered the index using

the (inverse of the) signature (3, 19) intersection form ηIJ on H2(S,Z), defined by

∫

τI

ωJ = δJI ,

∫

S

ωI ∧ ωJ = ηIJ . (2.17)

It is important to note that the periods γxI are subject to the orthogonality condition

J x ∧ J y = 2δxy VolS ⇔ ηIJγxI γ
y
J = 2δxy . (2.18)

Moreover a SU(2) rotation of J x leaves the HK metric on S unaffected. The metric

on (2.15) is the SO(3, 19) invariant metric

ds2HK =
1

2
dρ2 − 1

4
dMIJdM

IJ , (2.19)

where MIJ is the symmetric coset representative

MIJ = −ηIJ + γxI γ
x
J , M IJ = ηIKηJLMKL. (2.20)

On top of these metric moduli, the SCFT on S is also parametrized by the periods of

the B field

BI = ηIJ

∫

S

B ∧ ωJ , B = BI ω
I . (2.21)

Due to large gauge transformations, the periods BI are defined up to integer shifts and live

in a flat torus bundle of rank 22 over the moduli space (2.15) of HK metrics on S. In the

large volume limit, the total metric is invariant under translations along the torus fibers,

and takes the form

ds2SCFT =
1

2
dρ2 − 1

4
dMIJdM

IJ + eρM IJdBI dBJ . (2.22)

To recognize this metric, we introduce the signature (4, 20) quadratic form

ηMN =







0 0 −1

0 ηIJ 0

−1 0 0






, (2.23)

where the indices M,N run over ♭, I, ♯, and the matrix

MMN =







1

BJ δIJ
1
2BIη

IJBJ B
I 1






·







eρ

MIJ

e−ρ






·







1 BI
1
2BIη

IJBJ

δJI BJ

1






(2.24)

belonging to the SO(4, 20) symmetry group. The tree-level metric then takes the manifestly

invariant form

ds2SCFT = −1

4
dMMN dMMN , (2.25)

which is recognized as the invariant QK metric on the orthogonal Wolf space W(n) (1.1)

with n = 20.
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This is not, however, the HM moduli space of heterotic strings on S, as one in general

needs to incorporate the gauge bundle moduli. As mentioned above, some of the defor-

mations of the HK metric on S may be obstructed by the anti-self-duality condition on

(F, F ′). This occurs e.g. in the case of small instantons stuck at ALE singularities of S,

which have no bundle moduli, obstruct the blow up modes of the metric and freeze the

periods γxI and B-field BI around the corresponding vanishing cycles to zero [53, 54]. We

shall assume that, by this or some other mechanism, all bundle moduli are fixed, so that

the HM moduli space in the large volume limit is given by

MH = W(n) , n ≤ 20 , (2.26)

parametrizing the QK moduli space of (possibly singular) HK metrics and B fields on S

unobstructed by the (possibly singular) gauge bundle.

2.3 Heterotic string on elliptic K3 surface

In order to relate the heterotic and type II pictures, it is useful to restrict to the case where

the K3 surface S is algebraic and fibered by elliptic curves, E → S → B. We again assume

that the fibration has a global section, which we denote by B, so that the Picard lattice

Pic(S) = H2(S,Z)∩H1,1(S,R) decomposes into Γ1,1⊕Pic′(S), where Γ1,1 is generated by

the base B and the generic fiber E , with signature (1, 1) intersection form ( 2 1
1 0 ). The two-

cycles in Pic′(S) are associated to ADE singularities of S, and the corresponding periods

γxI are frozen due to the gauge bundle. The metric and B-field moduli then arise from the

remaining 2-cycles in

TransQ(S) ≡ ZB ⊕ Z E ⊕ Trans(S) ⊂ H2(S,Z), (2.27)

where Trans(S) is the orthogonal complement of Pic(S) inside H2(S,Z), known as the

transcendental lattice. We refer to TransQ(S) as the ‘quantum transcendental lattice’. In

the basis τI (I = 1, 2, A) such that τ1 = B − E , τ2 = E and τA is a basis of Trans(S), the

intersection form on (2.27) is given by

ηIJ =







0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 ηAB






, (2.28)

where ηAB is the signature (2, n− 2) intersection form on Trans(S). In order to match the

moduli space on the type II side, it is clear that one should have

Trans(S) = PicQ(Σ), (2.29)

where PicQ(Σ) is the quantum Picard lattice defined above (2.9). In particular the Picard

numbers of S and Σ must add up2 to 20.

2In fact, S and Σ are related by mirror symmetry, which exchanges the quantum Picard lattice with the

transcendental lattice (see e.g. [55] and references therein).
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Choosing J3 as the Kähler form for the complex structure in which S is algebraic, such

that
∫

E J = 0, where J ≡ 1
2(J 1 + iJ 2), the complex structure on S can be parametrized

by the complex periods
∫

τA

J =
e−ρ/2

√

XAηABX̄B
XA , (2.30)

subject to the quadratic condition

ηAB

∫

τA

J
∫

τB

J ∝ XAη
ABXB = 0 , (2.31)

which follows from (2.18). The complex variables XA, modulo real rescalings XA 7→
λXA and subject to the quadratic constraint above, parametrize the Grassmannian

SO(2,n−2)
SO(2)×SO(n−2) , which is indeed the moduli space of complex structures on algebraic K3

surfaces with Picard number 22− n [55].

The Kähler moduli on the other hand are measured by the periods of J3, which we

parametrize by real variables vA and R according to
∫

E
J 3 =

∫

S

J 3 ∧ ω1 = e−(ρ−R)/2,

∫

τA

J 3 = ηAB

∫

S

J 3 ∧ ωB = e−(ρ−R)/2 vA.
(2.32)

The periods of J and J3 on the remaining cycle B are then determined by (2.18):

∫

B
J =− e−ρ/2

√

XAηABX̄B
vAX

A ,

∫

B
J 3 =

∫

S

J 3 ∧ (ω2 − ω1) = e−(ρ+R)/2 −
(

v2

2
+ 1

)

e−(ρ−R)/2 ,

(2.33)

where v2 = vAη
ABvB. In terms of the periods γxI defined in (2.16), these identifications

amount to taking a SU(2) frame such that

γ1 = −ηABγAvB, γ2 = 0, γA =
XA

√

ηBCXBX̄C

,

γ31 = e−R/2 − v2

2
eR/2, γ32 = eR/2, γ3A = eR/2vA.

(2.34)

In terms of these variables, the invariant metric (2.19) on the moduli space of HK metrics

may be rewritten as

ds2HK =
1

2
dρ2 − 1

4

(

dMABdM
AB − 2dR2 − 4eRMABdvAdvB

)

, (2.35)

where MAB is defined in terms of XA as in (2.11). Finally, the periods BI of the Kalb-

Ramond two-form on H2(S,Z) decompose into

B1 =

∫

B+E
B , B2 =

∫

E
B , BA =

∫

τA

B . (2.36)
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2.4 Classical limit and duality map

After these preparations, we are finally ready to identify the heterotic and type IIB vari-

ables. Comparing the metrics (2.22) and (2.13) on the HM moduli space, we find that the

two agree provided [44]3

r =
1

2
e−

1
2
(ρ+R), s = e−

1
2
(ρ−R) − iB2,

cA = vA, c̃A = BA −B2vA, σ = −2B1 − vABA.
(2.37)

This identification holds in the regime where the volume Re s = e−
1
2
(ρ−R) of the P base on

the type IIB side is large (such that only the first term in (2.1) remains), and the type IIB

string coupling gs = 1/
√
r ∝ e

1
4
(ρ+R) is small, such that the type IIB string can be treated

classically. This is achieved by sending ρ → −∞, keeping other variables fixed. On the

heterotic side, this corresponds to the ‘double scaling limit’ where the area of the elliptic

fiber e−
1
2
(ρ−R) and of the base e−

1
2
(ρ+R) are both scaled to infinity [5, 40, 54].

In this limit, the metric on MH admits an isometric action of SO(4, n). In particular,

it is invariant under continuous shifts of the B-field moduli BI , corresponding to the grade

+1 elements in the grading

so(4, n) = [n+ 2]−1 ⊕ (so(3, n− 1)⊕ so(1, 1))0 ⊕ [n+ 2]+1 (2.38)

induced by the decomposition (2.23). On the type IIB side, the corresponding Killing

vectors become

∂B1 = −2∂σ, ∂B2 = −∂ Im s − cA∂c̃A , ∂BA
= ∂c̃A − cA∂σ. (2.39)

Away from the classical limit, these continuous symmetries are in general broken to discrete

translations by heterotic worldsheet instantons [38]. On the type IIB side, continuous

symmetries along B2 are broken by worldsheet instantons wrapping the base P of the K3

fibration, while continuous symmetries along B0, Bi, Bs are broken to discrete translations

by D5-brane instantons wrapping Ŷ, D3-brane instantons wrapping Picard divisors γi, and

D1-brane instantons wrapping the base P, respectively [26]. Finally, continuous translations

along B1 are broken by NS5-branes wrapping Ŷ on the type IIB side [32]. The duality

map (2.37) ensures that the natural periodicities of the type II variables (ζA, ζ̃A, σ/2) are

mapped to integer periodicities of the BI ’s and the vA’s.

3 The duality map in twistor space

Much of the recent progress in understanding quantum corrections to HM moduli spaces

has been achieved by formulating them in twistor space, where the constraints from QK

3To translate to the notations in [44], set

(

e
R
, e

ρ
, s, v

A
, B1, B2, BA, γ

x
A, γ

x
1 , γ

x
2

)

here
=

(

8eR, 2eρ, 2s,
1

2
√
2
v
A
,
1

4
b, 2b∗,

1√
2
BA, ζ

x
A,

1

2
√
2
ζ
x
1 , 2

√
2ζx2

)

[44]
.
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geometry are easily implemented. The twistorial formulation used in [26] was tailored for

the application to type II strings compactified on a CY threefold, and based on the c-map

structure of the HM moduli space in the weak coupling limit. Our goal in this section is to

provide an alternative construction of the same HM moduli space which is instead tailored

for the heterotic string compactified on K3, and relate it to the type IIB construction of [26].

3.1 Brief review of twistorial techniques for QK manifolds

The main advantage of the twistor approach to quaternion-Kähler geometry is that it

provides an explicit description of any quaternion-Kähler space M in terms of a set of

holomorphic functions [19]. Those may, roughly speaking, be considered as analogues of

the prepotential in special Kähler geometry. If d denotes the quaternionic dimension of

M, these functions live on a 2d+ 1-complex dimensional bundle S2 → Z → M known as

the twistor space. Despite the fact that M in general possesses no complex structure, Z
is equipped with a canonical complex contact structure and a real involution which acts

trivially on M and as the antipodal map on the S2 fiber [9, 10]. Conversely, provided

the fibration is sufficiently generic (see the references above for the technical details),

any complex contact manifold Z equipped with such a real involution gives rise to a QK

space M.

The central object in the twistor construction is the complex contact structure. It

is constructed from the SU(2)R part of the spin connection4 on M as the kernel of the

one-form

X = 8i eΦ
Dt

t
, Dt = dt+ p+ − ip3t+ p−t

2, (3.1)

where t denotes a stereographic coordinate on S2. The one-form Dt is of Dolbeault type

(1, 0) on Z, and valued in the O(2) line bundle over S2. The one-form X is defined only

up to complex rescalings. We choose the factor eΦ, known as the ‘contact potential’, such

that X is holomorphic (i.e. ∂̄-closed). Locally (but not globally), one can always choose

‘contact Darboux coordinates’ α̃, ξΛ, ξ̃Λ on some open patch U in Z such that

X = dα̃+ ξ̃Λ dξΛ − ξΛ dξ̃Λ. (3.2)

The global complex contact structure, and hence the QKmetric onM, can then be specified

by a set of complex contact transformations between local Darboux coordinate systems

on an open covering Ui of Z. The generating functions of these transformations, S[ij],

are the holomorphic functions mentioned above. Of course, they must satisfy the obvious

consistency conditions on triple overlaps Ui∩Uj∩Uk, are defined up to local complex contact

transformations S[i] on each patch, and must also be consistent with the real involution.

Linear deformations of the QK metric on M are described by linear deformations

of the contact transformations S[ij], therefore by real classes in H1(Z,O(2)). Likewise,

quaternionic isometries of the QK metric on M lift to infinitesimal contact transformations

S[i], therefore to global sections of H0(Z,O(2)). To any such isometry, the moment map

4Recall that a QK manifold has by definition restricted holonomy Sp(d)× SU(2) ⊂ SO(4d). We denote

by SU(2)R the second factor in this decomposition.
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construction associates a holomorphic function O on Z which generates the infinitesimal

contact transformation via the ‘contact Poisson action’ on holomorphic functions F [26]

[O,F} = −
(

∂ξ̃Λ + ξΛ∂α̃

)

O ∂ξΛF +
(

∂ξΛ − ξ̃Λ∂α̃

)

O ∂ξ̃ΛF

+
(

ξΛ∂ξΛ + ξ̃Λ∂ξ̃Λ − 2
)

O ∂α̃F .
(3.3)

The function generating the commutator of two Killing vectors can be obtained by the

‘contact Poisson bracket’ [26]

{O1,O2} =− 2O1∂α̃O2 − ∂α̃O1(ξ
Λ∂ξΛ + ξ̃Λ∂ξ̃Λ)O2 + ∂ξΛO1∂ξ̃ΛO2 − (1 ↔ 2). (3.4)

For some purposes, in particular for making isometries of M manifest, it is useful to

consider the Swann bundle S, a C×-bundle over Z (or C2/Z2-bundle overM) endowed with

a hyperkähler cone metric [11, 17]. As such it admits a homogeneous complex symplectic

form ωS , which can be cast locally in Darboux form

ωS = dνI ∧ dν̃I , (3.5)

where νI are taken to transform with degree 1 under the C
× action, whereas ν̃I stay in-

ert [19]. The QK metric on M is now encoded into a set of complex symplectomorphisms

between different local Darboux coordinate patches, which commute with the C
× action.

These symplectomorphisms are simply related to the contact transformations above by

projectivization: singling out one of the indices I, say 1, and letting Λ run over the re-

maining indices, one may defining projective coordinates ν = ν1, ξΛ = νΛ/ν1, ξ̃Λ = ν̃Λ,

α̃ = −2ν̃1 − ξΛξ̃Λ such that ξΛ, ξ̃Λ, α̃ provide local complex contact Darboux coordinates

on Z = S/C×, while ν parametrizes the fiber. The complex symplectic form (3.5) then

decomposes as

ωS = −1

2
(dν ∧ X + ν dX ) , (3.6)

where X is the contact one-form (3.2). One may check that the contact Poisson action (3.3)

and bracket (3.4) are given by {νO1,O2}S and {νO1, νO2}S , where {·, ·}S is the Poisson

bracket on S for the symplectic form (3.5). One advantage of the Swann bundle is that

any quaternionic isometry of M lifts to a triholomorphic action on S.

3.2 Type II Darboux coordinates

We now briefly recall how the QK metric on the type IIB HM moduli space (2.2) can be cast

in this twistorial framework. The construction works for any c-map metric, irrespective of

the form of the prepotential. One introduces Darboux coordinates [19, 46]

ξΛ = ζΛ +
1

2
τ2
(

t−1ZΛ − t Z̄Λ
)

,

ξ̃Λ = ζ̃Λ +
1

2
τ2
(

t−1FΛ − t F̄Λ

)

,

α̃ = σ +
1

2
τ2
(

t−1W − t W̄
)

,

(3.7)
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where, in the gauge Z0 = 1,

τ2 = 4
√
r eK/2, W = FΛ(z)ζ

Λ − ZΛζ̃Λ. (3.8)

Fixing the coordinates r, ZΛ, ζΛ, ζ̃Λ, σ on the QK space and varying the fiber coordinate

t ∈ S2, these expressions parametrize the twistor lines, i.e. the fibers of the projection

Z → M. Substituting the Darboux coordinates in the contact one-form (3.2) and choosing

eΦ = r, one may check that the QK metric reconstructed from the spin connection p±, p3
in (3.1) reproduces (2.2). The Darboux coordinates above are valid away from the north

and south poles t = 0 and t = ∞. The singularity at those points may be removed by

a complex contact transformation generated by the prepotential F (ξΛ) [19]. It is worth

noting that the Darboux coordinates (ξΛ, ξ̃Λ) defined in (3.7) transform as a vector under

symplectic transformations, while α̃ is inert.

Performing the symplectic rotation (2.6), which is necessary for later comparison with

the heterotic formulation, the coordinates ξA, ξ̃A are replaced by

χA = cA +
1

2
τ2
(

t−1XA − t X̄A
)

,

χ̃A = c̃A +
1

2
τ2
(

t−1GA − t ḠA

)

,

(3.9)

while τ2, W = GAc
A −XAc̃A and α̃ are unaffected. The contact form after the transfor-

mation takes the same form as in (3.2)

X = dα̃+ χ̃A dχA − χA dχ̃A . (3.10)

3.3 Heterotic moment maps

In order to relate the heterotic and type II variables in section 2.4, a key step was to

identify the Killing vectors (2.39) for the commuting isometries corresponding to shifts of

the heterotic B-field. Likewise, in order to understand the structure of the twistor space

in heterotic variables, it is important to consider the moment maps ηI associated to the

isometries ∂BI
. A simple computation shows that these are given by

η1 = 1, η2 = −1

2
ηABχ

AχB, ηA = χA. (3.11)

A central role will also be played by the moment maps µI associated to the ‘opposite’

isometries corresponding to the grade −1 generators in (2.38), which we denote by BI
∂.

While the action of these Killing vectors on the type II variables is unilluminating, their

moment maps can be computed using the known formulae for the isometries of c-map

spaces with cubic prepotential [50, 56], obtaining

µ1 =
1

4

(

α̃2 + ηABχ
AχBηCDχ̃C χ̃D − (χAχ̃A)

2
)

, µ2 = −1

2
ηABχ̃Aχ̃B,

µA =− 1

2

(

(α̃− χBχ̃B)χ̃A + ηABχ
BηCDχ̃C χ̃D

)

.

(3.12)
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A useful check on these expressions is that they are indeed global O(2) sections, i.e. are

quadratic in t (modulo an overall factor of 1/t) when expressed in terms of the coordinates

on MH × S2, and satisfy the algebra

{ηI , ηJ} = {µI , µJ} = 0 , {ηI , µJ} = −hIJ − hηIJ (3.13)

under the contact Poisson bracket (3.4). These results are in agreement with the fact that

the isometries ∂BI
(respectively, BI

∂) commute among each other, and that the commutator

of ∂BI
and BJ

∂ is a combination of SO(1, 1) and SO(3, n−1) rotations, with moment maps

given by

h =
√

ηIJηI µJ =
1

2

(

α̃− χAχ̃A

)

, hIJ = (ηIµJ − ηJµI)/h . (3.14)

Moreover, the moment maps ηI , µI transform covariantly under SO(3, n− 1) rotations

{hIJ , ηK} = −ηIKηJ + ηJKηI , {hIJ , µK} = −ηIKµJ + ηJKµI , (3.15)

and carry weight +1,−1 under SO(1, 1).

More importantly yet, the moment maps for the isometries ∂BI
and BI

∂ satisfy the

quadratic constraints

ηIJηI ηJ = 0, ηIJµI µJ = 0, (3.16)

which reflect the fact that the Swann bundle S of the orthogonal Wolf space W(n) is

isomorphic to the minimal nilpotent orbit of SO(n + 4,C) [57]. Finally, the contact one-

form (3.10) can be expressed in terms of these moment maps as

X = (ηIdµI − µI dη
I)/h , (3.17)

which shows that ηI/
√
h, µI/

√
h can be viewed as complex Darboux coordinates on Z,

despite being subject to the constraints (3.16). For brevity, we shall refer to ηI , µI as the

‘heterotic moment maps’.

Although the moment maps defined above look complicated when expressed in terms of

the type II coordinates on MH, they acquire a very elegant form in terms of the heterotic

variables using the duality map (2.37). Recalling the definition of the set of vectors γxI
in (2.16) and (2.34), we find

ηI = e−R/2
(

γI/t+ γ3I − γ̄It
)

,

µI =

(

e−ρ − 1

2
ηJKBJBK

)

ηI +BIBJη
J + e−ρ/2ϑIJB

J ,
(3.18)

where ϑIJ is the O(2)-tensor made out of the inner products ǫxyzγ
y
I γ

z
J ,

ϑIJ = i e−R/2
[(

γ3IγJ − γIγ
3
J

)

/t+ 2 (γI γ̄J − γ̄IγJ) +
(

γ3I γ̄J − γ̄Iγ
3
J

)

t
]

. (3.19)

Likewise, the moment maps (3.14) for the SO(1, 1) and SO(3, n−1) generators are given by

h = −BIη
I , hIJ = e−ρ/2ϑIJ +BIηJ −BJηI . (3.20)
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In particular, it is straightforward to check that under infinitesimal shifts BI → BI + ǫI ,

these generators shift according to the contact Poisson action (3.3) with O = ǫIη
I . More

generally, under arbitrary finite shifts BI → BI +ǫI , the heterotic moment maps transform

according to

ηI 7→ ηI , µI 7→ µI + (hIJ − h ηIJ)ǫ
J + ǫIǫ

JηJ − 1

2
ǫJǫ

JηI . (3.21)

Equations (3.16)–(3.21) provide an alternative parametrization of the twistor lines of the

twistor space Z → W(n) which keeps symmetries under SO(1, 1)× SO(3, n− 1) rotations

and shifts BI → BI + ǫI manifest.5 In the next subsection we provide a more concep-

tual derivation of this description which has the advantage of making the full SO(4, n)

symmetry manifest.

3.4 Heterotic hyperkähler quotient construction

As explained in [45, 58], the Swann bundle S of the orthogonal Wolf space W(n) can be

obtained as the hyperkähler quotient of H = H
n+4 under SU(2) at zero level. To describe

this quotient, we choose complex coordinates zM+ , zM− on H withM running over the indices

♭, I, ♯, such that the complex symplectic form on H is

ωH = ηMN dzM− ∧ dzN+ , (3.22)

where ηMN is the signature (4, n) quadratic form defined in (2.23). The group SU(2) of

interest acts by left-multiplication on each of the quaternions
(

zM+ −z̄M−
zM− z̄M+

)

, (3.23)

while SU(2)R acts by right-multiplication. The HK quotient S = H///SU(2) is obtained

by imposing the F-term conditions6

zM+ ηMNz
N
+ = zM+ ηMNz

N
− = zM− ηMNz

N
− = 0 , (3.24)

the D-term conditions

zM+ ηMN z̄
N
+ = zM− ηMN z̄

N
− , zM− ηMN z̄

N
+ = 0, (3.25)

and modding out by the SU(2) action. Equivalently, one may impose only the F-term

conditions and mod out by the action of the complexified group SL(2,C) (on the open subset

where this action has no fixed point). In particular, away from the locus z♭−z
♯
+− z♯−z♭+ = 0,

one may act with the SL(2,C) rotation

(

a b

c d

)

=
1

√

z♭−z
♯
+ − z♯−z

♭
+

(

z♭− −z♭+
−z♯− z♯+

)

, (3.26)

5Invariance under SO(3, n−1) is broken by the condition η1 = 1 in (3.11), but as we explain in section 3.4,

this condition is an artifact of working on the twistor space Z rather than the Swann bundle S.
6The level must be chosen to zero in order for the HK quotient to be a cone.
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to reach the SL(2,C) gauge

z′♯− = 0, z′♭+ = 0, z′♯+ = z′♭−. (3.27)

Then the remaining coordinates are given by

z′I+ =
z♭−z

I
+ − z♭+z

I
−

√

z♭−z
♯
+ − z♯−z

♭
+

, z′I− =
−z♯−zI+ + z♯+z

I
−

√

z♭−z
♯
+ − z♯−z

♭
+

, z′♯+ = z′♭− =

√

z♭−z
♯
+ − z♯−z

♭
+ . (3.28)

In this gauge the F-term constraints become

z′I+ηIJz
′J
+ = 0 , z′I−ηIJz

′J
− = 0 , z′I−ηIJz

′J
+ = (z′♯+)

2 , (3.29)

while the symplectic form (3.22) reduces to

ωS = ηIJ dz
′I
− ∧ dz′J+ . (3.30)

The moment maps for the triholomorphic action of SO(4, n) on the quotient S
are simply the restriction of the moment maps of the SO(4, n) action on H to the lo-

cus (3.24), namely

ĥMN = zM+ zN− − zN+ zM− . (3.31)

Identifying the moment maps ĥI♭, ĥ♯I , ĥIJ , ĥ♯♭ on S with the moment maps ηI , µI , hIJ , h

on Z, rescaled by the C
× coordinate ν, we find

z′I+ =
√

ν/h ηI , z′I− =
√

ν/hµI , z′♯+ = z♭− =
√
ν h . (3.32)

In particular, under these identifications the quadratic conditions (3.29) reproduce the con-

ditions (3.16) satisfied by the ‘heterotic moment maps’, as well as the first relation in (3.14).

The coordinate ν may be set to 1 at the expense of relaxing the gauge condition η1 = 1

in (3.11). Finally, one easily checks that substituting (3.32) into (3.30), one reproduces the

symplectic form (3.6) with X as in (3.17).

The identification (3.32) shows that the heterotic moment maps ηI , µI subject to the

constraints (3.16) are indeed (after an overall rescaling by
√
h) Darboux coordinates on

the Swann bundle S, inherited from the unconstrained coordinates zM± on the total space

H = H
n+4 before quotienting by SL(2,C). Unlike the type IIB (unconstrained) Darboux

coordinates ξ̃A, ξA, α̃, ν, the coordinates ηI , µI transform linearly under SO(3, n − 1), and

according to (3.21) under shifts of BI . As we shall see in the next section, they provide a

convenient framework to describe quantum corrections on the heterotic side.

4 Heterotic worldsheet instantons in twistor space

In the previous section, we provided a new system of Darboux coordinates on the twistor

space (or Swann bundle) of the HM moduli space in the classical limit, where it reduces

to the orthogonal Wolf space W(n). The main advantage of these new coordinates ηI , µI
is that they transform linearly under SO(3, n − 1), and have simple transformation prop-

erties (3.21) under large gauge transformations of the B-field. The price to pay is that
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they are not independent, rather they satisfy the invariant quadratic constraints (3.16).

In this section, using this framework, we investigate the twistorial representation of the

worldsheet instanton corrections which are expected to correct the HM moduli space away

from the classical limit. Perturbative α′ corrections, and a detailed comparison of quantum

corrections on the heterotic and type II side is left for future work.

4.1 Generalities on heterotic worldsheet instantons

To all orders in a perturbative α′ expansion, corrections to the HM moduli space are

expected to be independent of the B-field moduli BI . In contrast, worldsheet instantons

wrapping a two-cycle τ = pIτI ∈ H2(S,Z) are characterized by an exponential dependence

of the form e∓2πipIBI on these moduli, coming from the topological coupling
∫

τ B of the

heterotic string worldsheet to a background Kalb-Ramond field. This dependence ensures

that the moduli space is invariant under large gauge transformations B 7→ B+ ǫIω
I of the

B field, where the transformation parameters ǫI are integers.

In the large volume limit, worldsheet instanton contributions are expected to be of or-

der e−2πSinst where Sinst is the classical Nambu-Goto action of the heterotic string wrapped

on τ supplemented by the usual axionic coupling,

Sinst = e−ρ/2
√
D ± ipIBI . (4.1)

Here D is the square of the area of the supersymmetric cycle in the homology class τ .

Since supersymmetric cycles are complex curves for any linear combination of the triplet

of complex structures J x on S, their area is given by

D = (pIγxI )(p
JγyJ)δxy = pI(MIJ + ηIJ)p

J . (4.2)

Moreover, since the HM moduli space should be independent of the heterotic dilaton,

corrections are only expected to come at tree-level, i.e. for wordsheets of genus 0. This

constrains the homology class τ to satisfy

pIηIJp
J = 2g − 2 = −2 . (4.3)

The prefactor in front of the exponential e−2πSinst should include the one-loop fluctua-

tion determinant around the classical configuration and other factors which depend on the

observable of interest (for example, a component of the metric tensor). It is expected to be

uniquely determined by supersymmetry constraints, up to a factor ΩH(p
I) which should

be a topological invariant of the K3 surface S and E8 × E8 gauge bundle (in particular,

locally independent of all moduli). Unlike the D-instanton corrections on the type IIB side,

this topological invariant does not appear to have been formulated in the mathematical

literature. It would be interesting to investigate whether ΩH(p
I) is liable to jump at cer-

tain loci in HM moduli space, and whether it may be subject to certain global consistency

conditions. In this work we shall work at linear order in the instanton corrections, and

treat ΩH(p
I) as unknown constant parameters.
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4.2 A twistorial origin for scalar-valued worldsheet instantons

As recalled in section 3.1, linear perturbations of the classical metric on M which preserve

the QK property are described by elements of H1(Z,O(2)) — in practice, by a set of

holomorphic functions H
[ij]
(1) on the overlaps of two patches in an open covering Ui of Z.

Viewed as homogeneous functions on the Swann bundle S, these must transform with

degree 1 under the action of C× [19].

Rather than studying these quaternionic metric fluctuations, we shall discuss a much

simpler problem involving scalar-valued functions Ψ on M, whose twistorial description is

very similar to the one relevant for metric perturbations. Namely, we consider zero-modes

of the second-order differential operator (sometimes known as the Baston operator) [59]7

[

∇AA′∇A′

B − ǫAB

4d(d− 2)
R

]

Ψ = 0 , (4.4)

where ∇AA′ is the Sp(d) × SU(2)R spin connection on M and R is the constant scalar

curvature on M. It is known that the solutions of (4.4) are in one-to-one correspondence

with elements of H1(Z,O(−2)) via the Penrose transform [46, 59]. The latter can again

be represented by a set of holomorphic functions H
[ij]
(−1) on the overlaps Ui ∩ Uj which now

descend from homogeneous functions of degree −1 on the Swann bundle. The solution

to (4.4) follows by a simple Penrose-type contour integral

Ψ =
∑

j

∮

Cj

νX H
[ij]
(−1) ∼ r

∑

j

∮

Cj

dt

t
νH

[ij]
(−1), (4.5)

where X is the contact one-form (3.1), r = eΦ = 1
2 e

−(ρ+R)/2 is the contact potential, ν

is the projective coordinate which can be absorbed due to the homogeneity of H
[ij]
(−1), and

Cj is a contour on S2 surrounding the patch Uj .
8 Our goal is to identify a holomorphic

function H(−1) and the associated contour C which, after Penrose transform, produces a

function Ψ on M which behaves as e−2πSinst in the large volume limit.

Our starting point is the observation that shifts BI 7→ BI+ǫI have an especially simple

action on the space H = H
n+4 prior to the SL(2,C) quotient,9

z♭± 7→ z♭±, zI± 7→ zI± − ǫIz♭±, z♯± 7→ z♯± − ǫIz
I
± +

1

2
ǫIη

IJǫJ z
♭
±. (4.6)

In particular, for any integer m the function on H

Ĥ(zN+ ) = (z♭+)
2me2πipIz

I
+/z♭+ (4.7)

7This vector-valued operator reduces to the conformal Laplacian in quaternionic dimension d = 1. We

refer to [46] for notations and details on this operator.
8As in [18, 19], the sum over patches does not depend on the free index i due to the standard consistency

conditions on the holomorphic functions H
[ij]

(−1).
9The transformation (4.6) can be obtained by acting with the matrix appearing in (2.24) where BI is

replaced by ǫI . Note that it does not preserve the SL(2,C) gauge (3.27). However it does reduce to (3.21),

when followed by an SL(2,C) rotation to restore (3.27). See appendix A for details.
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is invariant under B-shifts with ǫI integer. However, it is not invariant under SL(2,C), so

does not descend to the quotient S. To repair this problem, one may formally average over

the action of the nilpotent subgroup of SL(2,C)

(

zN+
zN−

)

7→
(

1 b

0 1

)(

zN+
zN−

)

(4.8)

to obtain an invariant function
∫

db Ĥ(zN+ + bzN− ) =

∫

db Ĥ(z′N+ + bz′N− )

=

∫

db (b
√
νh)2me2πipI(z

′I
−
+ 1

b
z′I+)/

√
h

∼ νmh−1/2(pIz
′I
+)

2m+1e2πipIz
′I
−
/
√
h

= νmh−m−1(pIη
I)2m+1e2πipIµ

I/h,

(4.9)

where we used the invariance of the Haar measure and the gauge conditions (3.27). This

formal computation works for any m, but the requirement of degree −1 weight under the

C
× action fixes m = −1. This motivates the following Ansatz:

νH(−1) =
ΩH(p

I)

pIηI
exp

(

±2πi pIµI/h
)

, (4.10)

where the contour C should be chosen to encircle one of the roots of the denomina-

tor pIηI(t),

t± =
pIγ3I ±

√
D

2pJ γ̄J
. (4.11)

An explicit computation given in appendix B shows that in this case the Penrose transform

of (4.10) is

Ψ ∼ e−ρ/2

√
D

ΩH(p
I) exp

(

−2πe−ρ/2
√
D ∓ 2πipIBI

)

, (4.12)

reproducing the expected classical action (4.1).

It is important to note that, before the Penrose transform, the holomorphic func-

tion (4.10) is not invariant under integer shifts of BI . Instead it transforms by a term

which is regular at the zeros of pIηI and therefore does not contribute to the contour in-

tegral. Another important observation is that wave-functions of the precise form (4.12)

appear as Fourier coefficients of certain automorphic forms of SO(4, n,Z) obtained by the

so-called Borcherds’ (or theta) lift. We explain this relation and comment on its possible

physical implications in appendix C.

4.3 Generating functions for heterotic symplectomorphisms

We now return to the question of worldsheet instanton corrections to the classical HM

moduli space. At linear order, these corrections correspond to linear perturbations of

the homogenous complex symplectomorphisms relating Darboux coordinate systems on
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the Swann bundle S. As in the previous subsection, it would be desirable to parameter-

ize these infinitesimal symplectomorphisms by holomorphic functions H(ηI , µI) of uncon-

strained Darboux coordinates ηI , µI , as these variables transform linearly under SO(3, n−1)

rotations and shifts of the B-field. At the same time, one must ensure that the resulting

transformations preserve the quadratic constraints (3.16) satisfied by the heterotic mo-

ment maps.

One way to achieve such a parameterization is i) to consider the most general infinites-

imal symplectomorphism on the flat HK space H prior to quotienting under SL(2,C), ii)

require that it preserves the F-term conditions (3.24), and iii) compose it with an SL(2,C)

rotation so as to maintain the SL(2,C) gauge choice (3.27). As explained in appendix A,

one finds that the most general infinitesimal transformation of the heterotic moment maps

ηI , µI preserving the symplectic form (3.30) in the gauge ν = 1,

ωS = d
(

µI/
√
h
)

∧ d
(

ηI/
√
h
)

, h =
√

ηIµI (4.13)

and the quadratic constraints (3.16) is given by

δηI =
(

hIJ + h ηIJ
)

∂µJH, δµI =
(

hIJ − h ηIJ
)

∂ηJH, (4.14)

where H is an arbitrary holomorphic function of the heterotic moment maps ηI , µI (viewed

as unconstrained coordinates), and hIJ , h are defined in (3.14). In order that this transfor-

mation commutes with the C× action, it is furthermore necessary that H be a homogeneous

function of degree 1 in ηI , µI .

In order to describe worldsheet instanton corrections, we must require that H(ηI , µI)

be invariant under integer shifts of BI , up to regular terms. Unfortunately, the naive

Ansatz (4.9) with m = 1 (so as to have the proper weight under C
× action) fails, as the

resulting prefactor (pIη
I)3/h2 in front of the exponential is no longer singular at the zeros

t± of pIη
I . We leave it as an open problem to determine the correct function H(ηI , µI)

describing worldsheet instanton corrections to the HM moduli space at linear order, or

even more ambitiously at the non-linear level.

5 Discussion

In this note we reconsidered the duality between the E8×E8 heterotic string compactified

onS×T 2, whereS is an elliptically fibered K3 surface, and the type IIB string compactified

on a K3-fibered CY threefold Ŷ, from the point of view of their hypermultiplet moduli

spaces. In the classical limit where both S and Ŷ are large (and so are the bases of the

respective fibrations), and assuming the absence of bundle moduli on the heterotic side, or

reducible singular fibers on the type IIB side, the HM moduli spaces are locally isomorphic

to the orthogonal Wolf space W(n). We presented a simple relation (2.37) between the

natural type IIB and heterotic fields which identifies the two metrics, improving the duality

map of [44] so as to match the global identifications under large gauge transformations on

both sides.

More importantly, we introduced a new twistorial description of the HM moduli space

which manifestly exhibits the symmetries of the heterotic string, including in particular
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the large gauge transformations of the B-field moduli and automorphisms of the homology

lattice H2(S,Z). We related this description to the standard twistorial formulation of the

HM moduli space on the type IIB side, inherited from the c-map construction [19, 26, 46].

It would be very interesting to relate this description to the pure spinor formalism for

heterotic compactifications developed e.g. in [60].

Going beyond the classical limit, we started investigating twistorial description of

heterotic worldsheet instantons, at the level of linear perturbations around the classical

moduli space W(n). While we did not reach a conclusive answer to this problem, we

found a simple holomorphic function (4.10) which, upon Penrose transform, reproduces

the zero-modes of the second-order Baston operator (4.4) with exponential dependence

on the B-field moduli. This provides an important clue on the twistorial lift of genuine

heterotic worldsheet instantons.

Clearly, much remains to be done before establishing heterotic-type II duality in the

hypermultiplet sector. First, one should extend the duality map to include gauge bundle

moduli on the heterotic side. While the contribution of reducible singular fibers on the

type IIB side is computable using mirror symmetry, a set of canonical coordinates on the

gauge bundle moduli space is so far lacking, making this extension difficult. It may be

possible to improve this situation for bundles admitting a spectral cover construction [40],

where the the HK metric on the gauge bundle moduli space is expected to be the rigid

c-map metric on the Jacobian of the spectral curve.

Another interesting problem is to match the 4-loop α′ correction to the type IIB prepo-

tential and the 1-loop gs correction to the c-map metric (2.2) (both of which proportional to

the Euler number of Ŷ [61–64]) against some perturbative corrections on the heterotic side.

While both effects will change the form of the twistor lines (i.e. the expressions (3.7), (3.18)

of the Darboux coordinates in terms of coordinates on M×S2), it is worth noting that nei-

ther the relations (3.11), (3.12) between the type IIB Darboux coordinates (ξΛ, ξ̃Λ, α̃) and

the constrained heterotic Darboux coordinates (ηI , µI), nor the quadratic constraints (3.16)

themselves, will be affected. As on the type II side, these loop corrections are crucial for

establishing the correct topology of the perturbative moduli space, and impose important

constraints on non-perturbative corrections [31, 32]. On the heterotic side these loop cor-

rections will in general spoil the flatness of the torus bundle of B-field moduli BI over the

moduli space of metrics on K3, and should cancel against chiral anomalies on the heterotic

string worldsheet, such that worldsheet instanton corrections are well-defined [38].

Having matched perturbative contributions, one should then be able to compare the

worldsheet, D-brane and NS5-brane instantons on the type IIB side with worldsheet instan-

ton corrections on the heterotic side. This of course requires a full understanding of these

heterotic instantons in twistor space, which we have achieved only partially. One intriguing

issue is that, on the face of eq. (2.36), both type IIB worldsheet instantons wrapping the

base P of the K3-fibration, and NS5-branes wrapping the full CY threefold, seem to map

to worldsheet instantons wrapping the genus-one curves E and E + B. This is in apparent

contradiction with the fact that the metric on the HM moduli space should be exact at

tree-level and thus receive corrections from genus-zero worldsheet instantons only. We ex-

pect that this puzzle will be resolved by including bundle moduli, which could modify the
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duality map and relax the constraint (4.3). Assuming that these issues can be cleared, one

may hope that heterotic-type II duality, along with other dualities between N = 2 string

vacua, will provide new tools for computing the exact metric on the hypermultiplet moduli

space, and extracting the topological invariants encoded in instantonic effects.

As an interesting spin-off of our study of worldsheet instantons in twistor space, we

have found in appendix C a twistorial description of a class of automorphic forms under

SO(4, n,Z) obtained from a weakly holomorphic modular form of weight (4 − n)/2 by

Borcherds’ lift, whose Fourier coefficients have the expected form of heterotic worldsheet

instantons. Unfortunately, the twistorial description of these scalar-valued automorphic

forms is in terms of H1(Z,O(−2)), rather than H1(Z,O(2)) as required for worldsheet

instanton corrections to the QK metric. It would be very interesting to identify a class

of heterotic/type II duals where a discrete subgroup SO(4, n,Z) of the isometry group of

the moduli space MH could arguably stay unbroken at the non-perturbative level in the

spirit of [22, 27, 28]. Determining the automorphic form in H1(Z,O(2)) governing these

quantum corrections could then provide an alternative way to arrive at the afore-mentioned

topological invariants.
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A SU(2) quotient and symplectomorphisms

Infinitesimal symplectomorphisms on the flat HK space H = H
n+4 are given by the follow-

ing transformations

δzM+ = ηMN ∂Ĥ

∂zN−
, δzM− = −ηMN ∂Ĥ

∂zN+
, (A.1)

where Ĥ(z+, z−) is an arbitrary holomorphic function assumed to be infinitesimally small.

We are interested in describing the symplectomorphisms which descend to the hyperkähler

quotient H///SU(2). This amounts to imposing that the transformation should preserve

the F-term conditions (3.24) and the gauge conditions (3.27).

The first restriction can easily be satisfied. Indeed, since the F-term conditions are in-

variant under SO(4, n), they are preserved if and only if the generating function Ĥ depends

on zM± only through the SO(4, n) generators ĥMN (3.31). From (A.1), one then obtains

δz♭+ = zJ+∂h♯J Ĥ, δz♭− =
(

zJ−∂h♯J +
√
h∂h♯♭

)

Ĥ,

δz♯+ = −
(

zJ+∂hJ♭ +
√
h∂h♯♭

)

Ĥ, δz♯− = −zJ−∂hJ♭Ĥ,

δzI+ = −ηIJ
(

2zK+ ∂hJK −
√
h∂h♯J

)

Ĥ, δzI− = −ηIJ
(

2zK− ∂hJK +
√
h∂hJ♭

)

Ĥ,

(A.2)
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where we assumed that zM± satisfy the gauge conditions (3.27). It is trivial to check

that (A.2) does preserve (3.24), but it spoils the gauge conditions (3.27). To restore these

conditions, we need to supplement the symplectomorphism (A.2) by a compensating gauge

transformation (3.26). Expanding this transformation in variations of zM± , one finds

δz′I+ = δzI+ +
zI+

2
√
h

(

δz♭− − δz♯+

)

− zI−√
h
δz♭+,

δz′I− = δzI− +
zI−
2
√
h

(

δz♯+ − δz♭−
)

− zI+√
h
δz♯−.

(A.3)

Finally, the relations (3.32) (where we take ν = 1 thereby relaxing the gauge η1 = 1) imply

δηI =
√
hδz′I+ +

z′I+
2
√
h
ηJK

(

z′J+ δz
′K
− + z′J− δz

′K
+

)

,

δµI =
√
hδz′I− +

z′I−
2
√
h
ηJK

(

z′J+ δz
′K
− + z′J− δz

′K
+

)

.

(A.4)

Substituting (A.2) into (A.3) and the latter into (A.4), one can show that

δηI = − 2ηJ∂hIJ Ĥ +
(

hIJ + hηIJ
)

∂h♯J Ĥ + ηI∂h♯♭Ĥ,

δµI = − 2µJ∂hIJ Ĥ +
(

hIJ − hηIJ
)

∂hJ♭Ĥ − µI∂h♯♭Ĥ,
(A.5)

On the other hand, one arrives at exactly the same result if one takes the holomorphic

function in (4.14) to be given by H(ηI , µI) = Ĥ(ĥMN ) where the generators are expressed

through the generalized Darboux coordinates by means of (3.32).

B Penrose transform

In this appendix we evaluate of the Penrose transform of (4.10). The contour integral picks

up the residue of this function at one of the zeros t = t± of pIηI = 0. To compute the

residue we need to evaluate the argument of the exponential pIµI/h at the same point.

From (3.18) and (3.20), one finds

pIµI
h

∣

∣

∣

∣

pIηI=0

= −pIBI − e−ρ/2 p
IϑIJB

J

ηKBK
. (B.1)

To evaluate the second term, let us make some preliminary observations. Recall that an

O(2) section of the form η(t) = a/t + b − āt can be associated to a vector ~η = (a, b, ā)

in R
3 equipped with the Euclidean metric ‖~η‖2 = b2 + 4|a|2. Given two vectors ~η and

~η′, the inner product ~η′′ = ~η ∧ ~η′ = i(a′b − ab′, 2(aā′ − a′a), āb′ − bā′) corresponds to the

O(2) section

~η′′ = i

(

a′b− ab′

t
+ 2(aā′ − a′ā) + t(ā′b− āb′)

)

. (B.2)

On the other hand, the twistor coordinate t parametrizes a unit vector ~t = (−t, 1 −
|t|2,−t̄)/(1 + |t|2). A simple computation shows that

|η(t)|2 = 1 + |t|2
4|t|2 ‖~η ∧ ~t‖2 . (B.3)
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In particular, this implies that η(t) vanishes for ~t = ±~η/‖~η‖. Using these remarks, we can

recast (3.18) and (3.19) as

~ηI = e−R/2~γI , ~ϑIJ = e−R/2~γI ∧ ~γJ . (B.4)

Returning to (B.1), we note that the second term is pure imaginary. The norm of the

numerator can be evaluated as follows

|pIϑIJ(t)BJ |2 = (1 + |t|2)e−R

4|t|2‖pL~γL‖2
‖(pI~γI) ∧ (pJ~γJ) ∧ (BK~γK)‖2

=
(1 + |t|2)e−R

4|t|2‖pL~γL‖2
‖pI~γI‖2 ‖(pJ~γJ) ∧ (BK~γK)‖2,

(B.5)

where we used the fact that, for two vectors in R
3, ‖~a ∧ (~a ∧~b)‖2 = ‖~a‖2 ‖~a ∧~b‖2. On the

other hand, the norm of the denominator is given by

|h(t)|2 = |BIηI(t)|2 =
(1 + |t|2)e−R

4|t|2‖pL~γL‖2
‖(pJ~γJ) ∧ (BK~γK)‖2 (B.6)

so that the ratio is found to be

pIϑIJ(t)B
J

h(t)
= ±i‖pI~γI‖ . (B.7)

As a result, we indeed recover the worldsheet instanton action (4.1)

pIµI
h

∣

∣

∣

∣

pIηI=0

= ±iSinst (B.8)

and the formula (4.12) immediately follows.

C Twistorial theta lift

In this appendix we expand on the observation mentioned in section 4.2 that the eigen-

modes (4.12) of the Baston differential operator (4.4) arise as Fourier coefficients of certain

automorphic forms obtained by the theta lift procedure. For simplicity, we assume that

n − 4 is a multiple of 8.10 Let Λ be an even self-dual Lorentzian lattice with signature

(4, n). The Narain lattice partition function

Z4,n(τ) = τ22
∑

pM∈Λ
e−πτ2 pMMMNpN−πiτ1pMηMNpN , (C.1)

is a function on the Poincaré upper half plane, parametrized by τ = τ1 + iτ2, times the

orthogonal Wolf space W(n), which we parametrize by the same matrix MMN as in (2.24).

It is a modular form of weight ((n − 4)/2, 0) under the usual fractional linear action of

SL(2,Z) on τ , invariant under the automorphism group SO(4, n,Z) of the lattice Λ. Given

10If not, one must relax the assumption that the lattice Λ is self-dual and replace the modular group

SL(2,Z) appearing below by one of its congruence subgroups. The general conclusion however still holds.
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any weakly holomorphic modular form Φ(τ) of weight (4−n)/2, the (suitably regularized)

modular integral

Ψ =

∫

F

dτ1dτ2
τ22

Φ(τ)Z4,n(τ) (C.2)

over a fundamental domain F of SL(2,Z) gives a function on W(n), invariant under the

automorphism group SO(4, n,Z), which is known as the theta lift or Borcherds’ lift of the

modular form Φ [65]. In particular, using the same parametrization of W(n) as in the body

of this paper, Ψ is invariant under integer shifts BI 7→ BI + ǫI .

The Fourier coefficients of Ψ with respect to the periodic variables BI can be computed

by using a Poincaré series representation for the lattice partition function, obtained by

Poisson resummation with respect to p♭ in (C.1). Denoting by k the integer dual to p♭ and

w = p♯, this gives

Z4,n(τ) = e−ρ/2
∑

k,w

∑

p̃I∈Γ3,n−1+wBI

τ
3/2
2 e

−πτ2 p̃IMIJ p̃
J−πiτ1p̃IηIJ p̃

J− π
τ2

e−ρ|k−wτ |2+2πikBI p̃
I−iπkwB2

.

(C.3)

Since SL(2,Z) acts linearly on (k, w), the sum over (k, w) 6= (0, 0) can be restricted to

k 6= 0, w = 0, at the expense of extending the integration domain F to the strip {−1/2 ≤
τ1 < 1/2, τ2 > 0}. Fourier expanding Φ(τ) =

∑

N≥κ c(N)e2πiNτ , we find

Ψ = e−ρ/2

∫

F

dτ1dτ2
τ22

Φ(τ)
∑

p̃I∈Γ3,n−1

τ
3/2
2 e−πτ2 p̃IMIJ p̃

J−πiτ1p̃IηIJ p̃
J

(C.4)

+ e−ρ/2

∫ ∞

0

∫ 1/2

−1/2

dτ1dτ2

τ
1/2
2

×

×
∑

p̃I∈Γ3,n−1

∑

N≥κ

∑

k 6=0

c(N) e
−πτ2 p̃IMIJ p̃

J−πiτ1p̃IηIJ p̃
J+2πiNτ− π

τ2
e−ρk2+2πikBI p̃

I

.

The first term is independent of the variables BI and automorphic under SO(3, n− 1,Z).

From the second term one can read off the Fourier coefficient of Ψ with non-zero momentum

pI = kp̃I with respect to BI ,

Ψ(pI) = e−ρ/2ΩH(p
I)

exp
(

−2πe−ρ/2
√

pI(MIJ + ηIJ)pJ + 2πipIBI

)

√

pI(MIJ + ηIJ)pJ
, (C.5)

where we defined

ΩH(p
I) =

∑

k|pI
k c
(

pIηIJp
J/(2k2)

)

. (C.6)

The resulting function (C.5) has precisely the same form as the wave-function (4.12). Note

that (C.6) vanishes whenever pI is primitive and pIηIJp
J ≤ 2κ.

Thus, we conclude that the theta lift (C.2) is a zero-mode of the Baston operator (4.4),

and is given by the Penrose transform of the element inH1(Z,O(−2)) defined by the formal

sum of holomorphic functions (with a suitable prescription for pI = 0, which we are not
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able to provide at this point)

νH(−1) =
∑

pI

ΩH(p
I)

pIηI
exp

(

±2πi pIµI/h
)

. (C.7)

For n = 4 and Φ(τ) = 1, it is known that Ψ is the automorphic form attached to the minimal

representation of SO(4, 4) [66], which can be realized in a submodule of H1(Z,O(−2)) [67].

Its Fourier coefficients ΩH(p
I) have support on the cone pIηIJp

J = 0, and are given by

the divisor sum
∑

k|pI k, which is simply related to the spherical vector of the minimal

representation [66, 68]. The result (C.7) shows that a much wider class of automorphic

forms under SO(4, n,Z) can be realized in twistor space as sections of H1(Z,O(−2)).

Since their Fourier coefficients are no longer restricted to the cone pIηIJp
J = 0, they are

no longer attached to the minimal representation, but presumably to the more general class

of quaternionic discrete series representations (or continuations thereof) [67]. (See e.g. [69]

for a pedestrian view on quaternionic discrete representations for rank 2 reductive groups).

From a mathematical viewpoint, it would be very interesting to construct explicit examples

of SO(4, n,Z) automorphic forms attached to general quaternionic discrete representations.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons

Attribution License which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in any medium,

provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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